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XUVLab activity summary 2003

Presentation by the coordinators of the XUVLab

XUVLab is an experimental laboratory located in Arcetri (Firenze, Italy) at the Department of

Astronomy and Space Science of the University of Florence.

During 2003 the XUVLab team has consolidated its activities and developments. New instrumentation

setup, new facilities, definition of new challenging projects, new national and international collaborations,

people visiting our lab and contributing with their important expertise, involvement of students in the

experimental activities represent some example of the achievements and interactions occurred also

during the last year, prolonging the positive trend started in 2002.

The experimental activities have addressed four main topics:

- Material characterization and processing technology to develop innovative UV and X-ray photon

detectors. Devices have been produced and studied to improve their performance.

- CCD detectors for visible and ultraviolet applications. New cameras and controller electronics are under

development for applications to specific space and laboratory experiments.

- Solar space missions. These activities include UV polarimetry, optical design, study of the stray light due to

the optical system and the related reduction techniques, detector developments

- EUSO experiment on the International Space Station. The XUVLab team is partner in the working group in

Firenze involved in several crucial tasks, such as UV testing of the focal plane detectors, the optical

adapters and UV filters, the power supply system and the optical ground support and instrument

calibration.

Instrumentation developments have enlarged the number of facilities available at the XUVLab for

characterizations and calibration of optical systems and detectors as well as for material and detector

fabrication and processing. These facilities are:

- two clean rooms for material and device processing

- a clean room for optical measurements and calibration

- a laboratory for characterization measurements of the EUSO components, in the framework of the

activities with the National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) and the National Institute for Applied

Optics (INOA).

The number of researchers, which have joined the XUVLab group, is increased and their efforts have

produced a stronger impact on the research activities.

The programs and the instrumentation developments have also benefited from the interaction with other

experimental groups in terms of new European and national projects, space experiments and exchange

of knowledge and information.
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Furthermore, the XUVLab team has joined, besides the INFN, the National Institute of Matter Physics (INFM)

to be part of a challenging national project on wide bandgap materials that pave the way for a

Research Center on Advanced Materials for Radiation Detectors that will be based in Florence, but

possibly extended to other national institutes and research groups.

Training and educational activities for students and future scientists is still one of the main tasks of the

XUVLab. This has been mainly achieved through thesis, Ph.D. and Post-doc positions, grants and

fellowships. Some of the researchers give lectures on these arguments and the laboratory is available for

experimental training of young students that wish to include Astrophysical Technics in their curricula.

Now, the XUVLab WEB page is available at the address http://www.arcetri.astro.it/DIpartimento/xuvlab.

There, researchers, students, companies who are interested in our activity will find pages providing a

useful instrument to get information, tutorials and suggestions.

Marco Romoli &

Emanuele Pace
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HERSCHEL

The Helium Resonant Scattering in the Corona and Heliosphere (HERSCHEL) program is a

collaboration among NASA and Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in the USA; University of Firenze,

Padova, Pavia and the Astronomical Observatory of Torino (OATo) in Italy; University of Paris in France.

The principal investigators are Dr. Daniel Moses and Prof. Ester Antonucci.

HERSCHEL has been selected within the Living With a Star (LWS) NASA program; the launch is scheduled for

the autumn of 2006.

Helium, the second largest contributor to the density of coronal plasma, is important for the dynamics of

the solar wind, and it may act as a regulator to maintain a nearly constant solar wind mass flux. Despite this

crucial role, there is a lack of observations of Helium in the corona.

The HERSCHEL program will investigate the slow and fast solar wind, determine the helium distribution and

abundance in the corona, and test solar wind acceleration models, by obtaining simultaneous

observations of the electron, proton and helium solar coronae.

HERSCHEL is a sub-orbital mission, composed of a telescope similar to SOHO/EIT [1] and two UVC-like

coronagraphs (UVCI, Ultraviolet and Visible-light Coronal Imager); the figure on page 06 shows the

instrument layout inside the sounding rocket skin.

The italian consortium is responsible for the UVCI coronagraphs. The UVCIs image the solar corona from

1.4 Ro to 4Ro. One coronagraph is optimized to image the Lyman a HI 121.6 nm corona and one for the

Lyman a HeII 30.4 nm corona. They both have a visible light channel, to measure coronal radiation linear

polarization. A remarkable characteristic of the coronagraph is the presence of an electro-optically

driven liquid crystals (LC) polarizer [2] within the polarimeter, an absolutely innovative feature for a space

mission.The most stringent requirement on a coronagraph is the stray light rejection, and the novelty of the

UVCI all-reflecting optical design, which is the first UV coronagraph to image the full corona at once, has

made necessary a thorough stray light characterization of the coronagraph.

To maintain the optical quality of the instrument, a deep tolerance analysis is needed, in order to

determine the desired precision for the optical components mechanical positioning.

The XUVLab is responsible for the stray light analysis, for the tolerance analysis and for the procurement of

the visible-light CCD detectors, included the electronics needed to interface the detectors with the

electro-optically driven LC polarizer.

A theoretical study of light diffraction from the coronagraph aperture and of the non-specular scattering

off mirror surfaces has been carried out; a simulation algorithm has been developed using both the C

programming language and the Interactive Data Language (IDL). The obtained results show that the stray

light level is lower than the expected coronal signal at every wavelength of interest.

Through a complex geometrical analysis on the reciprocal influence of the optical components

positions, a table of angular and spatial tolerances of every optical component has been compiled.

The resulting document has been given to the Carlo Gavazzi Space company to support the

arrangement of the optical bench and the mechanical mounting of the instruments.

References:

1. J. Delaboudinière et al., ,

P

2. L. Zangrilli, , t

EIT: Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope for the SOHO mission Sol.

hys. 162, 291-312, 1995

Polarimetria di lamine a cristalli liquidi a ritardo variabile Master in applied op ics

thesis, University of Padova, 2003
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EUSO

The Extreme Universe Space Observatory (EUSO) [1-3] project is devoted to the detection of the very

high-energy cosmic rays (E > 10 eV), that is one of the most interesting and controversial problems

in Astrophysics.These cosmic rays can be observed by means of the giant showers they produce

interacting with the Earth atmosphere.

The flux of these cosmic rays is very low - 1 event km sr century estimated for a total of about twenty

events observed so far - and sophisticated and complex detectors are therefore required to study them.

The observational technique consists of the detection of the nitrogen fluorescence light produced by

particles showering in the Earth atmosphere as well as the diffuse reflection of the Cerenkov light at the

Earth surface.The fluorescence emission permits to determine the shower evolution in the atmosphere, to

measure its energy and to determine the direction of the primary cosmic ray.

The detector must be equipped with an optical system with a large field of view to be able to observe a

mass of atmosphere as large as possible. It must have a good sensitivity to be able to detect also the less

energetic showers and it must be sufficiently fast to determine the direction of the primary cosmic ray.

The "Phase A" study has started on October 2001 and its completion was in November 2003.

During phase A, the XUVLab group, included in the EUSO INFN Firenze team, was engaged in studying

some aspects related to the EUSO focal plane detectors, Multi Anode Photomultiplier Tubes (MAPMT, by

Hamamatsu Corp.), and, in particular, related to the elementary cell which consists of the mechanical

and electrical assembly of four detectors.

This activity is in collaboration with the INFN Genova team and with the RIKEN Institute in Tokyo, Japan.

Measurements of the response of the 64-channel MAPMT was performed at the INFN laboratory [4,5] in a

photon counting regime, using UV and visible light sources. Afterwards, a specific instrumentation setup

was arranged to carry out electrical and/or optical characterisations of optics, optical materials and

MAPMTs in the UV range of interest (300-400 nm). This new setup allows a multi-channel readout (up to 32,

presently), more degrees of freedom (2 translations and 1 rotation) for detector and light source

alignment, and the arrangement of a nitrogen laser source to study the system at the same wavelength of

mission operations. This instrumentation was used to perform the mapping of the response of the MAPMT

pixels, to simulate a light track similar to that due to a cosmic ray. Low noise measurements of the single

photon event has shown a secondary peak at energies lower than the main peak.

This is likely due to photoelectrons emitted from the first dinode and it must be investigated in order to

select the most convenient threshold. In addition, preliminary vibration tests were carried out in

collaboration with Galileo Avionica on an elementary cell to find weak points in the mechanical design for

the spatialized prototype [6]. Besides these activities, the XUVLab team has investigated the performance

of UV filters and optical adapters for EUSO [7,8] that will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Another

activity was focussed on the desing of the on board calibration system of the EUSO telescope [9,10].

Several optical systems were proposed to carry out the spectroradiometric calibration of the telescope

optical system and the focal surface. A multi-LED source was proposed including also a pulsed LED to

calibrate the trigger and the analog signal acquisition mode.

The major problem was to implement the radiation sources and calibrated detectors in order to fully

illuminate the focal surface and the lenses homogeneously.

The calibration system has been extended to the absolute pre-flight calibration and the overall optical

ground support equipment. XUVLab has also collaborated with the University of Lisbon to study the

implementation of the calibration data in the EUSO Database and to retrive the operating parameters.

20
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Aground based version of the UVCI coronagraph (see session HERSCHEL pag. 03) has been

approved for funding in 2002 by the Italian Ministry for the University and Research (MIUR). The MIUR

project is thought for the development of a ground-based UVCI prototype with as many

components as possible that are also qualified for use in the sounding rocket version. Due to the

impossibility of observing the EUV lines from earth, the ground based UVCI will need only a visible light

channel, that nevertheless has to be optimized even for EUV radiation, in order to be a reliable test for the

space project.

Moreover this version of the coronagraph will give a proof of principle for the efficiency of the liquid crystals

polarizer [1], useful to measure the visible light linear polarization; it is an innovative solution for a space

mission, and it has been used only once for earth based observations [2].

As for the space version of UVCI, the XUVLab is responsible for the stray light analysis, for the tolerance

analysis and for the procurement of the CCD detectors.

Along the lines of the work done for space version, thorough stray light and tolerance analysis will be

performed during 2004.

UVCI

The HERSCHEL payload with the two UVCI coronagraphs
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The SPECTRE (SPECtroheliograph for the Transition Region) program is a collaboration among the

University of Firenze, Padova, Pavia and the Astronomical Observatory of Torino (OATo) in Italy; the

Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in the USA; the Max Plank Institut fur Aeronomie (MPAe) of Lindau in

Germany; the Centre Spatial de Liège (CSL) in Belgium. The SPECTRE principal investigator is Prof. Ester

Antonucci (OATo). SPECTRE is a zero-dispersion spectroheliograph, optimized for imaging the soft EUV

62.97 nm OV line; its optical design consists of two spectrographs with opposite dispersion. The XUVLab

has been responsible for the CAD design of the instrument, an example of which is shown in figure, and for

the stray light analysis. A baffling system has been introduced, made both of external and internal

diaphragms.

Two sets of baffles are required to prevent light reflected or scattered by the external envelope of SPECTRE

or by the payload module from entering the telescope. The module baffle is designed to protect from

direct sunlight the module face where SPECTRE is accomodated. A set of external baffles has been

designed to block sun disk light scattered by the portion of the lateral surface of SPECTRE that faces

sunlight.

In order to minimize the amount of scattered radiation, especially visible light, that can reach the

detector, a set of 7 internal baffles have been designed.

SPECTRE

SPECTRE instrumentation
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EUSO optical adapters

EUSO aims at detecting the fluorescence signals produced in the atmosphere by ultrahigh energy

cosmic ray particles impacting the Earth atmosphere. The cosmic rays produce an

electromagnetic shower that moves through the atmosphere, which induces nitrogen

fluorescence in bands around 337nm, 357nm, and 391nm. The Florence group has to realize the EUSO

optical collectors placed on focal surface of the telescope which will be installed on ISS.

Different optical adapters are developed to increase the photon collection efficiency of the EUSO

detector and they are optimized to be coupled to the EUSO baseline detector, the photomultiplier

R8900-M36, from Hamamatsu Corp. [1]. This detector is a Multi-Anode PhotoMultiplier Tube (MAPMT), of 6

× 6 pixels, having electrostatic focusing capabilities in order to increase the sensitive area of the detector

itself, because the area of those detectors is smaller respect to total area and the adapters are necessary

to collect all photon only on sensitive area. Our attempt is to increase this collection efficiency, taking into

account also that a UV filter must be arranged in front of the MAPMT to limit photons wavelength at range

of nitrogen fluorescence, between 300nm and 400nm.

In 2003 year XUVLab has studied, in collaboration with the National Institute of Applied Optics (INOA) and

the National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN), several solutions to define the design of the optical

adapter [2-5].

The solutions has been studied using simulations based on ray-tracing programs and optimized

considering not only the capability to collect radiation on sensitive area but also the following

characteristics:

the imaging capability

optical properties of materials used: as refractive index and transmittance, and

materials density

design a collectors system which respects limits weight

To define design and optical configuration of adapters has been optimized optical, as dimensions,

curvature radii for lens adapter, etc. In particular for second case, curvature radii has been optimized

using ZEMAX, version 9.0 EE. After has been used an optical CAD program, OptiCAD version 8.0, to

analyze performances of adapter designed, using ray-tracing in non sequential mode. This mode is used

to consider reflecting and transmitting rays and absorption coefficient of materials. Last collector studied

in this case represents best solution to realize the collection system of radiation to be used in EUSO mission

because it put together high radiometric efficiency, minor weight and with imaging capability.

In particular it results very lightweight and his radiometric efficiency is high in the range 300÷400 nm.

Moreover, tracks have been simulated to evaluate the imaging capabilities of such light collector and to

evaluate the effects of the pixel size on the track reconstruction.

In Figure 1and in Figure 2 are showed the sections of best adapter solution. In Figure 4 a track on sensitive

area of detector coupled with this adapter.

�
�

�

During 2004 the XUVLab in collaboration with INOA and INFN will realize some prototypes of solution of

optical adapter developed and testing with ray-tracing programs during 2003.
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Figure 1. Sketch of a filter lens as it can be viewed from the top and lateral side (right) and array of filter
lenses covering a macro-cell (left)

Figure 2. Back of curved filter lens for EUSO. It is
possible to observe the PMMA dome with a layer
of BG3 (blue)) and pyramid mirror (red)

Figure 3. Simulated track as detected by the
PMMA-curved BG3 and mirror filter lens coupled to
a MAPMT.
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EUSO filter

In 2003 year XUVLab has studied optical properties, again in collaboration with INOA and INFN, several

solutions of different coatings on Schott BG3 absorption filter that has been selected as the baseline

filter for EUSO detectors, in particular the transmittance at various incidence angles. Those

measurements are necessary to taking into account that a UV filter must be arranged in front of the

MAPMT to limit photons wavelength at range of nitrogen fluorescence, between 300nm and 400nm. The

Schott BG3 absorption filter has been selected as the baseline filter for EUSO detectors. This filter will have a

multi-layer coating that cuts off transmission sharply above 400 nm and is anti-reflective [Gambicorti at

el., 2003]. Figure 1 shows the transmission characteristics of the filter at the extreme incident angles of the

light. For light incident at the largest angles, the blue and red curves show the effect of S and P polarized

light respectively. This filter transmits >90% of the light in the region 330nm-400nm for most incidence

angles with less than 10% throughput above 440nm and less than 1% at 460nm. The anti-reflective

coating virtually eliminates reflection losses.

Figure 1. This figure shows the transmission measured of MgF2/HfO2 + AR coating applied to a BG3 filter.
The addition of the MgF2/HfO2 multilayer coating provides a shape cut-off above 400 nm with little loss of
transmission below 400 nm. The two black curves show the transmission of light at normal incidence and
at the largest angle of incidence. For the latter case, the blue and red curves show the transmission for S
and P polarized light.

These coatings will be studied of developed during 2004 coupled to the optical adapters for the MAPMT.
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HERSCHEL optical design

The HERSCHEL/UVCI (see HERSCHEL mission section pag. 03) optical design is now definitively frozen

for both the optical paths (UV and visible light (VL)). This has been accomplished by means of ray

tracing studies and optimizations of the different optical components and of their mutual positions

inside the whole instrument arrangement. The optical paths definition has been carried out with the Carlo

Gavazzi Space team in order to taking into account the mechanical and optical requirements

simultaneously. The ray tracing and the relative optical optimization have been implemented with the

ZEMAX ray tracing program, then the optical design has been tested with a non-sequential optical

software (OptiCAD) in order to study the stray light properties of the whole instrument assembly, with the

mechanical supports included.

The XUVLab has performed also the assembly tolerances analysis, which is a fundamental requirement to

establish the optical components definitive positions and the range and resolution of the corresponding

compensator tools.

Finally, an alignment plan for the HERSCHEL/UVCI has been defined on the basis of the previous

optical simulations and analyses, in order to specify the laboratory integration, alignment and

verification procedures.

Polarimetry (optical characterization)

The XUVLab team has developed and construction a single reflection linear polarization analyzer,

and selected, after laboratory tests, the best reflection plate material and incidence angle for the

spectral region 90-125 nm [2,3]. The choice of this spectral window is related to the development of

an UV polarimeter to exploit the linear polarization modifications induced by the Hanle effect to retrieve

the magnetic field vector of the extended solar corona, in particular for the MIDEX/Advanced

Spectroscopic and Coronagraphic Explorer (ASCE) NASA project.

The material and the incidence angle selection has been performed in the XUVLab for several different

materials, selected in advance on the basis of the literature optical constants [4, 5].

The comparison of different material performances [1] can only be done on relative grounds, due to the

lack of knowledge on the linear polarization degree of the incident radiation and on the material

reflectivity of the analyzer plate. To overcome this problem a set of polarization measurements has been

performed at the European Laboratory for Non Linear Spectroscopy (LENS), with a high-order harmonic

laser beam. In fact, the laser radiation is fully linearly polarized allowing us to measure the absolute

reflectivities, and therefore, to calibrate the XUVLab polarization analyzer. However, the data analysis has

shown serious problems probably due to stray light contamination of the setup arrangement and/or to

intercalibration failure between the two required detectors. New measurements are planned, with an

improved setup, to overcome the encountered problems. These measurements include preliminary

tests on a standard gold plate to check, with a real time data analysis, the consistency with literature

values and then the reliability of the setup . Once the polarization analyzer is calibrated, it has several

applications. It will be possible to measure the polarimetric characteristics of several devices such as

gratings, mirrors, and other optical components in the vacuum UV spectral region.
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Diamond and semiconductor

processing

In 2003 several laboratories for semiconductor processing have

been realized. These laboratories have been studied in order to

satisfy all the necessity during the whole process. The laboratories

have been divided for their main activity:

A 1000 class clean room was realized for all the processes that need

controlled environment. The stuff inside has been planed in function of

the necessities of the processes that would have been performed in.

Two chemical benches have been acquired to divide the use of acids

and photoresist with solvents. In the smaller area a table, carefully

projected in order to guarantee stability and absence of vibrations has

been place. Part of the necessary equipments to the photolithographic

processes has been already placed in the clean room. In particular in

the chemical bench for solvent use is one spin coater and heaters with

precision thermal control for the application and the treatment of the

photoresit, and all necessary chemical material to its development

and removal. On the stabilized table instead a Mask Aligner is placed

in order to impress, with UV light, the geometries of the electric contacts

in the photoresist. In particular, during this year the clean room

equipments have been completed with an Olympus BX51 microscope

with interferential Normaski Dic, polarization filters, bright and dark field

additional modules. The microscope will be useful to the quality control

ones is made of the metallization will be completed.

Coating processes have been planned to be in a different laboratory.

In this a thermal evaporator has been placed. This evaporator is

equipped with three Joule effect crucible and two ESV4 Leybold

electron gun. Active control of film thickness and contamination is

possible to be performed with a Leybold Inficon quartz micro-balance

and a VG residual gas analyzer. Thus will be permit to realize both

semiconductor contacts and thin film coating like interferential mirror

and filters. In spring is will arrive a new coating system equipped with

three 2” sputter sources and a RIE to realize more accurate kind of

metallization and coating.

Photolithography

Metallization

figure 1

figure 2

figure 3

figure 4

Figure 1,2,3,4, matrix of 5x2 interdigitated pixels (courtesy of Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Rome University "Tor Vergata”)
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Process-related

Post-process

In a room adjacent to the evaporators facilities related to the

metallization process are placed. To prepare samples for the

evaporation some ultrasound bath are set up with different wash

solutions to avoid presences of surface contamination that could

compromise the characteristics of coating film. After metallization

baking process could be performed to change the semiconductor-

metal interface. These thermal treatments can be performed in

different gas environment either active or inert.

After device realization electrical analyses and connections can be

performed. For this aim in a controlled environment room with a clean

laminar flow ceiling fan some specific stuff were placed. In particular a

Leica stereoscopic microscope for surface analysis, a probe station to

check the device metallization and a wedge bonding machine for the

device connection to the carriage.

figure 5

figure 6

figure 7

figure 8

XUVLab activity summary 2003
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Figure 5,6,7,8, particular of interdigitated gold contacts (courtesy of Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Rome University "Tor Vergata”)



The use of wide bandgap materials for the fabrication of UV and X-ray detectors for various

applications (e.g. space missions, dosimetry, beam monitoring) [Nuclear Instrument] is one of the

main research areas at XUVLab. In particular our activity concerns synthetic diamond for the

realization of single pixel and recently bidimensional array detectors. Our research in this field is aimed at

the selection of the most suitable material among the different types of presently available synthetic

diamonds and at the investigation of the various pixel and array geometries.The available diamond

samples are grown both by HPHT (High Pressure High Temperature) technique and CVD (Chemical Vapour

Deposition), on diamond and non-diamond substrates, and have different origin: some of them have

commercial source (De Beers Industrial Diamond, Fraunhofer Institute of Technologies, Sumitomo) and

some others are grown by research groups (Dep. of Mechanical Engineering, Rome University “Tor

Vergata”, University of Augsburg). The quality of the crystals, the presence of graphite in the grain

boundaries, the impurity and defect content are assessed using Raman and photoluminescence

spectroscopy. Gold electrodes are deposited on selected films to fabricate photoconductive devices

both in coplanar and “sandwich” geometry (see figure). After that the nature of the electrical contacts is

evaluated by dark current measurements and the electro-optical performance (efficiency spectrum,

rejection to visible radiation, response time) is investigated irradiating the samples with monochromatic

illumination in the range between 30 nm and 270 nm [1, 2]. Illumination transients provide information on

the time response and on its dependence on material typology, voltage biasing, wavelength, radiation

intensity and pixel geometry.

interdigitated coplanar electrodes

diamond layer

back electrode

Recently single-crystal 2a-type CVD films grown on 1b-type HPHT diamond substrates have emerged as

deeply interesting for the realization of detectors, showing high structural quality and good

photoconductive behaviour in terms of efficiency, signal-to-noise ratio and rejection to sub-bandgap

radiation [3]. Also the CVD technique has achieved a high degree of perfection, making possible the

synthesis of high quality polycrystalline samples, which can be obtained growing films up to ~1 mm

thickness and removing the substrate and most of the nucleation region. In this way samples with

columnar grains and low defect content can be obtained, with a positive effect also on the

photoconductive behaviour [5]. Thus our latest experimental results concerning the research of the best

material suggest that both monocrystalline and high quality polycrystalline CVD diamond films open new

interesting opportunities for the realization of high performing UV sensors.Another experimental activity

concerns the feasibility study of imaging detectors based on diamond films. With this respect, it is

interesting to observe that the “sandwich” configuration makes the realization of bidimensional arrays

much simpler than the coplanar one, making possible the packaging of pixels covering the whole film

surface. For this reason the behaviour of some devices with “sandwich” geometry has been studied by

electro-optical measurements.

Diamond detectors

XUVLab activity summary 2003
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Our experimental results suggest that in this geometry, being the over-bandgap radiation absorbed near

the surface, there seem to be unavoidable effects of space charge formation inside the material which

reduce dramatically the efficiency [4].

These results have been obtained with both continuous and pulsed illumination, suggesting their

independence from the time characteristics of the light source. Nevertheless, the extreme simplicity of the

“sandwich” configuration invites us to go on with the research in this area, studying the behaviour of

sensors based on high quality materials with various light sources. On the other end, we are studying

possible arrangements of coplanar contacts to form pixel arrays and investigating the material properties

to find out a sandwich electronic structure that solves the mentioned problems. 5 x 2 pixels array

prototypes (figure 1-8 pag.13, 14) have been produced to study their functional features, such as multiple

readout, cross-talk between adjacent pixels, signal acquisition and processing.

References:
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Diamond detectors for space applications

Spectral response of large area CVD

diamond photodetector for space applications in the vacuum UV

Photoconductive properties of single-crystal CVD diamond

DUV photons to probe the photoconductive properties of diamond

films in the surface proximity

VD diamond-based UV detectors: structural and functional

characterization
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Charge coupled devices (CCDs)

The 2003's annual activity of the XUVLab's CCD research group was mainly devoted to develop the

HiVeCam project, involving a new concept CCD camera design dedicated to wide-band

photometry, ground-based astronomy, polarimetric observation of the Sun, and general purpose

laboratory applications.

Its Controller hosts all the necessary electronics to acquire images and to perform every action

demanded by the high-level software interface. In particular, it performs the CCD readout in order to

process and convert the video signal into digital units, to transfer the digital image to the PC, to set and

check the sensor temperature, to trigger external circuits (filters wheel, shutter), to move mechanical parts

and to provide all necessary bias voltages.

This camera will be the detector for the visible light polarimetric channel, and probably also for the EUV

channel, of the UVCI coronagraph of the HERSCHEL sub-orbital mission.

During 2003, HiVeCam has successfully passed the first step of the development process: an engineering

prototype of the camera has been produced and assessed in its main features.

The Controller design has a modular architecture: this feature allows to obtain a large versatility, because

each electronic board can be easily removed and substituted with another one. The Controller hosts

some electronic circuits: the Sequencer, the A/D converter (ADC), the Clock Driver (CD), the Bias

Generator (BG), the CDS, the power supplies and the temperature controller.

HiVeCam head, controller, closed-cycle cooling system and acquisition board

XUVLab activity summary 2003
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The rocket version of the Controller need to be much smaller of the current laboratory prototype;

therefore, the final version will not have the modular architecture in order to keep its dimensions as small

as possible and to fit the available space on the rocket. Currently, power supplies fill more than 50% of the

Controller volume; in the rocket version power supplies are external and common to all instruments,

therefore we expect at least to halve the Controller volume.

The Sequencer and the CD circuits provide the clocks to perform the charge flow inside the CCD; the

signals for the CDS signal processing and for the ADC conversion (Clamp & Sample, Start Convert) are still

generated by the Sequencer.

Multipolar
connectors

Cold finger

Vacuum flange

Water-cooled
heat sink

Three perspectives of the camera head
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Currently the camera head hosts the sensor and some proximity electronics such as the preamplifier and

the low pass filters for the CCD bias voltages and for the clock wave-shaping. In addition, it usually

comprises part of the cooling system: in this case a Thermo-Electric Cooler (TEC).

Furthermore we realized an external portable closed-cycle cooling

system in order to cool the hot side of the main TEC.

CCDs are used in astronomy mostly because of their sensitivity, large dynamic range and very low

readout noise. Therefore, the Controller readout electronics must be low-noised to match the CCD

performance. This is a crucial constraint for the preamplifier stage, because it is the first signal processor,

directly connected to the sensor output. The preamplifier is based on an original design developed for

very low-noise applications. A central module of the camera package supports the TEC that is a three-

stage Peltier cooler. The module also hosts a water-cooled heat sink for the TEC. Currently, we control the

sensor temperature by means of a dedicated module in the Controller: we can digit the target

temperature and set a number of parameters, such as the output power and its temporal shape, the

alarm set-points, the tuning cycles.



The LabVIEW software interface has been upgraded and integrated with powerful tools: we have

developed an intuitive and easy-to-use graphical front panel for a user-friendly and fast management of

the image acquisition. Moreover, within the same interface, it is possible to perform a first complex

statistical or mathematical analysis to check the resulting image.

The modularity and the compactness will permit simple upgrades for the accommodation on the

HERSCHEL rocket. The prototype has been tested and all the hardware components have shown their

functionality with image acquisitions, even at the target pixel rate of 2 MHz. However, these tests have

shown a noise floor greater than our target level; this item is the main object of the optimization and

integration phase.

In the next phase we will integrate the camera head and the Controller in order to satisfy the requirements

for the accommodation on the rocket payload, like the constraints on the overall size and weight of the

camera and the data transfer protocols between the detector and the main computer. Power supply

and electrical components will also undergo a critical review to reduce complexity, weight and power

consumption. Finally, integration and vibrational tests of the CCD camera with a prototype of liquid

crystals polarimeter are planned.

References:
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Thomas, P. L. Rochus, M. Focardi, L. Zangrilli, D. Gardiol, D. Loreggia, M. Romoli, E. Pace, M.

Malvezzi, P. Nicolosi, G. Tondello,
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CCD camera for ground- and

space-based solar corona observations

SPECTRE: the spectroheliograph for the transition region

aboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory
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The room has been prepared by covering

the walls and the floor with a special plastic preventing dust formation and by reducing the

presence of corners. The ventilation system assures more than 20 change/hour of the whole air volume

inside the room; thus, the particulate density decreases for dilution. The room entrance is through a

double door allowing special clothes dressing before entering the clean environment. The room is

composed of three parts: the main room, the mask aligner room, and a small store room. Supplies of

water, de-ionized water, gas lines (purified compressed air, nitrogen and argon) and vacuum pumps

(with special filters) are available. Equipment for photolithographic process is already on site. Two

chemical benches, one to work with acids and photoresist, the other with solvents, allow safe preparation

and processing of the samples. In particular, the chemical bench for solvents, allow safe preparation and

processing of the sample. In particular the chemical bench for solvents is provided with a spinner having

selectable rotation speed, heaters with precision thermal control, and chemicals in order to spread,

process and remove the photoresist. The mask aligner, exposing the photoresist to the desired geometry

of electric contacts by means of UV light, is placed in the cleaner part of the room on a table, specifically

designed to assure stability and reduce vibrations. Other instrumentation presently available is a

microscope Nomarsky dic- type. It will be useful to the quality control ones is made of the metallization

will be completed.

A30 m clean room laboratory (class 1000) is available for material and device processing in order

to fabricate photon detectors on advanced materials.

2

Two additional clean rooms are planned for 2004:

Clean room 2

A different 15 m clean room laboratory (class 10000) is used for optical and electro-optical test and

measurements. The room is equipped with a Hollow Cathode Lamp interfaced with a CINEL deep UV

vacuum monochromator to supply monochromatic radiation in the 30nm 200nm spectral range. The

light spot, generated by the cited system is get into focus by a gold coated aspheric mirror into a

vacuum chamber through a gate valve. In the chamber a small rotating optical bench is placed. The

vacuum in the chamber is provided by a cryogenic pump necessary to eliminate the air water content

that could freeze on device refrigerated surfaces. In such way a DUV polarized light source combined

with optical setup could be placed in vacuum to guarantee a versatile setup to test optics and radiation

detectors. The clean environment permits the free handling of all the stuff during their preparation and

installation inside the vacuum chamber.

2

Clean rooms

Clean room 1
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Clean room 3

An air controlled environment made with a laminar flow fan ended with an absolute filter is used to check
devices and to make micro-electric bonds. In this room a Leica binocular magnifier is placed to have a
final sight of the device preparation. A suitable bench is there placed to mount devices on their carriers.
The electric and thermal adhesions of the devices are made with silver conductive glue. The electric
connection between the devices and the carrier is making with a Delvotech Wire Bonding Machine. That
bonding machine, using a 25 m thick gold wire, can solder on many metals or semi conductive pads.
That solder is realized with the inter-diffusion of the wire gold atoms in the pad material injecting ultrasound
through the wire-pad interface.

�

Clean room 3

Clean room 2
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XUVLab instrumentation

The XUVLab is equipped with instrumentations and devices for VUV spectroscopy and optical

characterization, detector development and testing, and analog and digital electronics.

This equipment is also supported by a computation facility, specifically designed and developed at

XUVLab for laboratory instrument control, data analysis, and optical ray tracing. All equipments and

facilities are hereafter described.

VUV and visible light calibration and testing facility

The calibration and testing facility has the capability of performing spectroscopic and polarimetric

measurements in the normal incidence wavelenght range from extreme UV (30 nm) to near infrared

(1100 nm) aimed at testing and characterizing detectors and optical components. The vacuum is the

calibration chambers is produced and maintained by oil-free pumps.

The facility is equipped with:

High vacuum calibration chamber for optics and device testing.

It consists of a 50 liter chamber (a cylinder of 0.4 m diameter and 0.4 m

height) equipped with two coaxial electrically driven motors that drive,

respectively, a horizontal platform and a vertical arm, on witch detectors

and optical components can be mounted and moved. The chamber is

evacuated using a dry Scroll pump and a cryogenic pump down to ~10

mbar.

-7

VUV polarization analyzer

It consists of a small vacuum chamber customized for a linear polarization

analyzer. That is a flat reflecting plate and a detector, mounted on a

motorized assembly that rotates around the incidence optical axis. The

Incidence angle on the plate can be manually adjusted in a range from

45° to 70°. The analyzer is optimized for the 90 130 nm wavelenght range.÷

0.5 m normal incidence Johnson-Onaka vacuum monochromator

(Cinel) for VUV wavelength band ( > 30 nm), equipped with spherical

grating (600 lines/mm, blazed at 150 nm, Pt coating)
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0.3 m normal incidence Czerny-Turner vacuum monochromator

(MacPherson, mod. 218) for VUV wavelength band (>120 nm), equipped

with 5 plane gratings having different blaze wavelength: 600 lines/mm,

blazed at 120 nm, A1+MgF coated; 600 lines/mm, blazed at 1µm, A1

coated; 1200 lines/mm, blazed at 200 nm, A1+MgF coated;1200

lines/mm, blased at 1µm, A1 coated, 150 lines/mm, blazed at

4µm,A1+MgF coated.

2

2

2

0.5 m Czerny-Turner monochromator (Cinel) for visible light (>200 nm),
equipped with a plane grating.

2 m normal incidence vacuum spectrometer (Cinel) for VUV wavelengths
(>30 nm), equipped with a spherical grating (Jobin-Yvon, 2400 lines/mm, Pt
coated).

Thermal Evaporators

In a 40 cm wide dome a versatile evaporating system is placed. The system

is composed by three Joule sources and two Electron Beams allowing the

simultaneous evaporation of five materials of different kind. The rate of

deposition is monitored by an Inficon quartz balance which can control a

shutter to stop the metal deposition at the chosen thickness. The gas

composition inside the chamber can be measured by a Micro-Mass Gas

Analyzer.

Sputtering and RIE system

On a Leybold Univex 300 vacuum system a sputtering deposition system will

be placed in the next year. The system, projected into the XUVLab

collaboration, will be composed by three 2” RF sputtering sources and a

Reactive Ion Etching. This will permit to evaporate at same time three

different materials after preparing the deposition surface with a soft etching

procedure. Selective etching can be make preparing masks suitable for

surface protection and injecting in the chamber reactive gases.
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Equipment for analog and digital electronics

� Digital oscilloscope 2 Gsample/s, 1GHz bandwidth (LeCroy, mos. LC574A)

Multi-cannel logic state analyzer (Textronix, mod. TLA601)

2 wave generators (HP, mod. 33120);

Wave generator (Tektronix, mod. AFG310)

2 Digital counters (Agilent, mod. 53131A)

HV/LV power supplies (Stanford, mod. PS350; TTI, mod. EL302D; etc,)

Electrometer with sensitivity 0.1fA (Keithley, mod. 6517)

Picoammeter/Voltage source with 10fA resolution (Keithley, mod. 6487)

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Computer facilities

The XUVLab is equipped with several personal computers, that form the XUVLab network, part of the
Osservatorio di Arcetri network. They are operated under Microsoft Windows (NT, 98, 2000, ME, XP), and
Linux. The computation facility is equipped with software for laboratory equipment control (LabVIEW 7i)
(Puri et al. 2000), data analysis (Origin and IDL), optical ray tracing (Zemax 9.1 and free accedd to
Opticad 8.0), CAD design for instrumentation components (AutoCAD 14), and programmable array and
microprocessor design (XILINX Fondation, ORCAD).

Laboratory for detector development

�

�

�

�

Bonding machine (Delvotech, mod. 5430).

Mask aligner (Colbit, mod. Ca800).

Evaporator for metals and materials with 3 crucibles and 2 electron guns (Galileo Special

Equipment, custom project, Leybold)

RIE (reactive ion etching) system with sputtering for 3 targets (custom project) under costruction

Microscope (Leica, mod. Mz6)

Microscope Nomarsky type DIC (Olympus, mod. BX51M)

Water purification system (Millipore, mod. Elix 3)

Ultrasound washing machine 80 liters (Logimec, mod. 80RCS)

Ultrasound washing machine 6 liters

Wood’s lamp

�

�

�

�

�

�

General purpose

�

�

�

2 Optical benches equipped for optics and device testing in visible radiation

Theodolite-Digital Total Station (Nikon, mod. DTM-1) for optical alignments

Laminar flow bench (Bassaire, mod. A3VB)
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Radiation sources

�

�

�

�

�

2 Hallow Cathode Sources (manufactured by Cinel and MacPherson, mod. 631) for VUV and UV

spectral line

Deuterium lamp (Hamamatsu mod. L7293) for continuum UV radiation from 115 nm to 400 nm

Spectral line UV lamps: Cd (BHK Inc., Mod. L89-9020-21), Zn (BHK Inc., Mod. 89-9020-01), Hg

(Hamamatsu, mod. L1834)

2 He-Ne laser (Spectra-Physics, mod. 155)

Hg-Xe 1000 W lamp (Oriel Corp.)
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Detectors

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Calibrated NIST windowless photodiode for 5÷254 nm wavelength range.

Calibrated NIST windowless photodiode for 17.5÷121.6 nm wavelength range.

Calibrated photodiode for the 200÷1200 nm wavelength range (Hamamatsu mod. S2281-01).

Channel electron multiplier (CEM) (AMPTEK, mod. MOD-501 AMPTEKTRON).

Several single and multi-anode photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu, EMR) for analog and

photon-counting readout.

CCD cameras with several CCD sensors.

2 CMOS imagers (Fill Factory, mod. Fuga 1000 and IBIS) having linear and logarithmic response.

Single pixel silicon photodiode.
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Equipment for vacuum

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Cryogenic pump (CTI-Cryogenics, mod. Cryo-Torr 8.

2 dry Scroll pumps (Varian, mod. Triscroll 300)

Dry Scroll pump (Varian, mod. SH100).

Membrane pump (KNF, mod. N880.3AN.22E).

Turbo-Drag pumping station (Pfeiffer, mod. TSH 071 E).

2 turbo-molecular pumps (Edwards, mod. EXT70H)

Turbo- molecular pump (Pfeiffer Vacuum, mod. TMH 071 P).

Turbo- molecular pump (Edwards, mod. EXT501).

Turbo-molecular pump (Varian, mod. Turbo-V 1000 HT).

Turbo-molecular pump (Varian TV301 Navigator, mod. 969-8918 ISO-DN100).

Turbo+dry pump (Alcatel, mod. Drytel Micro).

Primary dry pump (Varian, mod. Triscroll 300).

Quadrupole for residual gas analysis (Pfeiffer Vacuum, mod. Prisma80-QMS200).

Vacuum gauge (Pirani, Penning, Full-Range, multi-gauge by Pfeiffer Vacuum and Varian)

Gate valve, mod. VAT ISO-KF25

�

�
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Mechanical design facility at XUVLab

During 2003 activities the XUVLab team acquired mechanical design capabilities to develop the

design of the SPECtroheliograph for the Transition Region ( : Zero-Dispersion

Spectropheliograph - OV Channel 629 Å) included on the payload of the

(SDO), the flagship mission of ILWS (International ) NASA program, a space

mission born to carry the first instrument package dedicated to deciphering the coupling between the

Sun and the Heliosphere.In this mission, the Spectropheliograph is optimized for imaging the soft EUV

629.7 Å OV line. The zero-dispersion design is evolved from the full disk Ly-alfa spectroheliograph flown on

an NRL rocket on July 10, 1972, modified to achieve a 0.6 arcsec/pixel spatial resolution in a 41 arcmin

FOV. The instrument basically consists of two spectrographs with opposite dispersion placed in tandem.

A first parabolic Wadsworth mounted 3500 lines/mm holographic grating focuses a dispersed image of

the Sun onto a field/wavelength stop. After this spectral selection, an off axis parabola re-collimates the

resulting quasi-monochromatic beam, and the wavelength dispersion is then nearly perfectly

compensated by a Wadsworth-Cassegrain re-imaging system (see fig. 1).

SPECTRE

Solar Dynamics

Observatory Living with a Star

First Wadsworth

grating

DetectorSecond Wadsworth

grating

Wadsworth –Cassegrain

secondary mirror

Entrance

aperture

Collimating

paraboloid

Shutter

Fig. 1 SPECTRE assembly

To develop a proposal for the SPECTRE assembly we acquired some mechanical design capabilities

consisting in the knowledge and practical use of several CAD interfaces, like AutoCAD, Solidworks,

Unigraphics and Rhinoceros graphical user interfaces.

The development of the optical and mechanical design involved our team in collaboration with the

Astronomical Observatory of Torino and the Quantum Electronics Laboratory of the University of Padova.
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SPECTRE: the spectroheliograph for the transition region
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Educational and training activities

The XUVLab is an academic research center. Therefore, educational and training activities are one

of the main targets. The expertise of the XUVLab team is in the field of technologies for space- and

ground-based astrophysics: these activities contribute to spread further this know-how among

students and staff through seminars, lectures, short courses for professional advancements, thesis, Ph.D.

thesis. Fellowships have been granted to graduated and post-doc students to carry out studies on

detectors and space instrumentation. The XUVLab has also employed technicians and associate

researcher and still some of them are part of the staff. They contribute to the development of

experimental activities, but they also acquire substantial expertise on instrumentation, equipments,

characterization procedures, electronics, and optics.

A list of the degree and Ph.D. thesis completed at the XUVLab in 2003 is hereafter reported:

1. L. Gambicorti, "Studio degli adattatori ottici per i rivelatori della superficie focale di EUSO",

Degree Thesis in Physics, Università degli Studi di Firenze, 2003

2. R. Brescia, "Studio di rivelatori UV a diamante in configurazione trasversale per applicazioni

astrofisiche", Degree Thesis in Physics, Università degli Studi di Firenze, 2003

3. L. Gori, "CCD camera for the polarimetric channels of HERSCHEL", PhD Thesis, XV Ciclo,

Università degli Studi di Firenze, 2003
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follows:

“Matrici ibride di pixel in tecnologia CMOS su silicio e film sottile di diamante sintetico per la

rivelazione d'immagini nell'X-UV”, financed by the University of Florence.

“Progettazione ottica e analisi di stray light per esperimenti HERSCHEL e EUSO”, financed by the

University of Florence.

"Allineamento e test di stray-light per il coronografo dell'esperimento HERSCHEL", financed by

the University of Florence.

“Studio di fattibilità di telescopi robotizzati per l'osservazione delle controparti ottiche/IR di

sorgenti di Gamma Ray Bursts”, financed by the University of Florence.

"Attrezzatura per un laboratorio di tecnologie microelettroniche e trattamento dei materiali per

lo sviluppo di rivelatori e componenti optoelettronici", financed by the University of Florence.

“Sviluppo di rivelatori CCD per l'UV ed il visibile per misure coronografiche”, financed by the Italian

Ministry of University and Research (MIUR).

“Low power visible blind and radiation hard diamond UV imagers for future space applications”,

A.S.I. contract no. I/R/136/02.

“Advanced Solar Coronagraph Explorer”, A.S.I. contract no. I/R/100/02.

“Airwatch R&D”, I.N.F.N. Contract.

“Sintesi e caratterizzazione di diamante policristallino come rivelatore nel deep UV”, financed by

the National Institute for the Physics of Matter (INFM).

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Funded projects
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Staff

Lisa Gambicorti

Ph. D. Student

lisag@arcetri.astro.it
Physics degree in the Florence University in 2003 with a thesis titled: Study of optical adapters for the EUSO

focal surface detectors. In the same years has collaboration with the National Institute of Applied Optics

of Florence. Won a PhD position on 2004 in Astronomy to the Dep. of Astronomy and Space Science of

Florence in which she is developing a work titled: Project of optical systems to detect cosmic rays of

highest energy. Now she is working at EUSO project as optical engineer.

Mauro Focardi

Ph. D. Student

mauro@arcetri.astro.it
Graduated in physics in December 2001, he is a PhD student of the Electronic Engineering Department of

the University of Florence. Actually he is involved in design and development of electronics and

mechanical parts for space and ground-based ccd cameras.

Antonio De Sio

Ph. D. Student

desio@arcetri.astro.it
Physics degree in the Firenze University in 2002 with a thesis titled: Functional analysis of diamond devices

realized for the revelations of XUV photons in astrophysical field. Six months of collaboration contract with

the Dep. of Astronomy and Space Science of Firenze. Won a PhD position on 2003 in Engineer of Matter in

which he is developing a work titled: Study of synthetic diamond bidimensional sensors for energetic

radiation.

Gianni Corti

Associated Researcher

corti@arcetri.astro.it

EUV solar physics skill (corona, solar wind) EUV/VUV polarimetry/spectroscopy measurements,

instrumentations, setups Optical and Opto-mechanical simulations & setups (Zemax, Autocad skills)

Ultra High Vacuum system setups.

Rosaria Brescia, graduated in Physics in July 2003 with a degree thesis concerning synthetic diamond

based UV detectors. Attending a PhD course in Materials Science and Engineering since January 2004,

she is carrying on the feasibility study of solid-state IR array detectors for microspectroscopic application,

with particular attention to electro-optical properties of the sensitive materials.

Rosaria Brescia

Ph. D. student

rbrescia@arcetri.astro.it
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Alessandra Giannini

Technician

giannini@arcetri.astro.it
Laboratory technician mainly involved in the development of innovative devices, working in clean rooms

and metal deposition laboratories (evaporators). She is also coordinator of the safety-at-work service on

behalf of the Director and in charge of the warehouse of hardware and electrical material.

Federico Landini

Ph. D. Student

flandini@arcetri.astro.it
PhD student in Astronomy; he works on stray light analysis and optical design for space instruments. In

particular he got his degree in Physics by studying the stray light for the UVCI coronagraph of

HERSCHEL. At the moment he is optimizing that work.

Luca Gori

Associated Reasercher

gori@arcetri.astro.it
Graduated in Electronic Engineer in 1999, he got the PhD degree in 2003 with the thesis "CCD camera for

the polarimetric channels of HERSCHEL". He works in the field of solid state detectors for space and ground

- based applications; currently he is involved in the design and realization of CCD cameras for the

polarimetric and UV channels of the suborbital mission called SCORE (previously called HERSCHEL).

Alessandro Gherardi

Associated Researcher
gherardi@arcetri.astro.it

Graduated in physics in december 2002, he works about electronics for space and ground - based

applications; in particular he designs electronics for CCD cameras and for characterization of some

kinds of sensors (CCD, PMT, etc.).

At present, he works about the CCD cameras for the polarimetric and UV channels of HERSCHEL

suborbital mission, and about the tests and calibrations of the EUSO mission detector.
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Giovanni Marcucci

Mechanical Technician

He is a senior technician, responsible of the mechanical workshop. His expertise is in particular on vacuum

systems, optical system components and assembly, cryostats, mechanical movements, precision

mechanics and detector assemblies.



Marco Romoli

Researcher

romoli@arcetri.astro.it
He is the coordinator of the activities at XUVLab focussed on solar space missions and vacuum-UV

polarimetry. In particular, Romoli is co-I of the suborbital experiment HERSCHEL/SCORE, where he is

deputy-PI,involved in the optical design and the optical testing of the instruments. He was involved in

SDO/SPECTRE mission and still in the Optical design of the Imaging UV coronagraph (UVCI) for ESA Solar

Orbiter future mission. Romoli is also continuing is research activity on SOHO/UVCS data analysis.

Gugliemo Rossi

Student

gugpilot@arcetri.astro.it
Undergraduated student in Physics. He works on the electronic connections between the polarimeter and

the visible-light detector for the UVCI coronagraph of the HERSCHEL mission.

Within the same project he realized a 3D animation of the CCD camera components for educational

purposes.

Fabio Tosetti

Student

fabiot@arcetri.astro.it
Graduating in Computer Science (expected in January 2005), he is interested in working in the field of

high and low level hardware/software interfaces to astronomic instruments. His main abilities are project

analysis and design; he has experience in software implementation in many languages (C, C++, Pascal,

Assembler MIPS, Java, Java Servlets, ASP, HTML, Prolog). Currently he works to a SpaceWire interface

beetwen a CCD Camera and a PC for HERSCHEL/SCORE suborbital mission.

W w w . a r c e t r i . a s t r o . i t / D i p a r t i m e n t o / x u v l a b
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Emanuele Pace

Researcher

pace@arcetri.astro.it
He is the coordinator of the activities at XUVLab focussed on electro-optical technologies for space- and

ground-based astrophysical experiments. His main interests are CCD detectors, innovative materials for

X-ray and UV photodetection, such as synthetic diamond, photomultiplier tubes. He is co-I of the

HERSCHEL/SCORE suborbital solar experiment where he is responsible for the visible and UV CCD

detectors. Pace is also involved in the EUSO experiement to detect ultra-high energy cosmic rays from

space. In that framework, he is the coordinator of the group working in Florence and cary out activities on

the photomultiplier detectors, their optical adapters, the power supply system and finally the optical

ground support equipment.

Simone Puri

Software Engineer

His expertise is in the field of software interfaces and controls developed using the LabView platform. In

particular, he developed the CCD control software and image analysis interface.
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Publications

Referred publications

(A1) E. Pace, A. De Sio, , Nuclear Instruments & Methods In

Physics Research A, 93-99,

(A2) A. De Sio, M. G. Donato, G. Faggio, M. Marinelli, G. Messina, E. Milani, E. Pace, A. Paoletti, A. Pini, S.

Santangelo, S. Scuderi, A. Tucciarone, G. Verona Rinati,

Diamond and Related Materials 12, 1819-1824,

(A3) R. Brescia, A. De Sio, M. G. Donato, G. Faggio, G. Messina, E. Pace, G. Pucella, S. Santangelo, H.

Sternshulte and G. Verona Rinati, , Physica

Status Solidi (a) No. 1, 113-118,

(A4) R. Brescia, A. De Sio, E. Pace,

, Diamond and Related Materials, (Accepted for publication)

(A5) R. Brescia, A. De Sio, M. G. Donato, G. Faggio, G. Messina, E. Pace, G. Pucella, S. Santangelo, S.

Scuderi, G. Verona Rinati, ,

Physica Status Solidi (a), (Submitted for publication), 2003

(A6) G. Corti, M. Romoli, ,

Appl. Opt.-OT, vol. 42 issue 19, 3950-3956, July 2003

(A7) F. Landini, M. Romoli, , Appl. Opt., in

preparation

(A8) D. Gardiol et al., , Mem S.A.It. 74,

839-842, 2003

(A9) A. Bemporad, G. Poletto, S. T. Suess, Y. K. Ko, S. Parenti, P. Riley, M. Romoli, T. Z. Zurbuchen,

, ApJ, 593,1146, 2003

(A10) L. Teriaca, G. Poletto, M. Romoli, D. A. Biesecker, ,

ApJ, 588,566, 2003

Diamond detectors for space applications

Spectral response of large area CVD diamond

photodetector for space applications in the vacuum UV,

Photoconductive properties of single-crystal CVD diamond

DUV photons to probe the photoconductive properties of diamond films

in the surface proximity

CVD diamond-based UV detectors: structural and functional characterization

Characterization of materials for a vacuum-ultraviolet polarization analyzer

Stray light analysis for the UVCI coronagraph of HERSCHEL

UVCI for HERSCHEL: instrument description and activity status report

Temporal

Evolution of a Streamer Complex: Coronal and in Situ Plasma Parameters

The Nascent Solar Wind: Origin and Acceleration

2003

2003

2003

(A11) M.G. Donato, G. Faggio, M. Marinelli, G. Messina, E. Milani, E. Pace, A. Pini, S. Santangelo, G. Verona

Rinati, , in Thin solid films: Application,

Preparation and Characterization, eds. G. Mondio, F. Neri, S. Trusso, Research Signpost 37/661, 1-16,

CVD diamond films: a Raman and photoluminescence study

2003
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Conference proceedings

(C1) M. Romoli, S. Fineschi, M. Uslenghi, G. Corti, E. Pace, A. Ciaravella, G. Tondello, G. Noci, L. D. Gardner,

J.L. Kohl, , Mem. SAIt, vol. 74, n.3, 835, 2003

(C2) P. Mazzinghi, V. Bratina, L. Gambicorti, UV/EUV and

Visible Space Instrumentation for Astronomy II, Oswald H. SiegmundEd., Proc. SPIE Vol. 5164, p. 100-112,

Dec 2003

(C3) A. Gherardi, L. Gori, M. Focardi, E. Pace, M. Romoli, S. Fineschi, L. Zangrilli, D. Gardiol, E. Antonucci,

, SPIE Proc. 5171-31, Telescopes

and Instrumentation for Solar Astrophysics, 2003

(C4) S. Fineschi, E. Antonucci, M. Romoli, D. Gardiol, G. Naletto, S. Giordano, M. Malvezzi, V. Da Deppo,

L. Zangrilli, G. Noci, , Proc. SPIE Vol. 4853, p.

162, Innovative Telescopes and Instrumentation for Solar Astrophysics, Stephen L. Keil, Sergey V. Avakya,

Eds. 2003

(C5) M. Romoli, E. AntonuccI, S. Fineschi, D. Gardiol, L. Zangrilli , M. A. Malvezzi, E. Pace, L. Gori, F. Landini,

A. Gherardi, V. Da Deppo, G. Naletto, P. Nicolosi, M. G. Pelizzo, J. D. Moses, J. Newmark, R. Howard, F.

Auchere, J. P. Delaboudiniere,

, SOLAR WIND TEN: Proceedings of the Tenth International Solar Wind Conference. AIP

Conference Proceedings, 679, 846-849 , 2003

(C6) L. Teriaca, G. Poletto, M. Romoli, D. A. Biesecker, ,

SOLAR WIND TEN: Proceedings of the Tenth International Solar Wind Conference. AIP Conference

Proceedings, 679, 327-330, 2003

The ASCE EUV Polarimeter

Overview of possible optical adapters for EUSO

CCD camera for ground- and space-based solar corona observations

Ultraviolet and Visible-light Coronagraphic Imager (UVCI)

The Ultraviolet and Visible-light coronagraph of the HERSCHEL

experiment

Solar wind acceleration in low density regions

,

(C7) M. Romoli, E. Pace et al., , M. Velli, R. Bruno, F.

Malara, 846-849, 2003

(C8)

Solar Wind 10: Proc. Of the X Int. Solar Wind Conf.

Pisa Italy, Eds.

I. Pagano, E.Pace, et. Al., , to be published in

Mem. S.A.It. Supplementi, Girardi e Zaggia, eds. 2003

The World Space Observatory Project WSO/UV
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Technical reports

(T1) L. Gambicorti, V. Bratina , P. Mazzinghi,E. Pace, M. Focardi,

, EUSO-IT DASS TR2-2003, Dipartimento di Astronomia e Scienza

dello Spazio, Università di Firenze, January 2003

(T2) L. Gambicorti, P. Mazzinghi ,E. Pace, ,

EUSO-IT DASS TR3-2003, Dipartimento di Astronomia e Scienza dello Spazio, Università di Firenze, 2003

(T3) L. Gambicorti, P. Mazzinghi ,E. Pace,

, EUSO-IT DASS TR4-2003, Dipartimento di Astronomia e Scienza dello Spazio, Università

di Firenze, May 2003

(T4) Gambicorti, M. Romoli, P. Mazzinghi, V. Bratina,

, EUSO Florence Group Internal Report, May 2003

(T5) M. Ameri, F. Cadoux, R. Cereseto, G. Corti, S. Cuneo, P. Musico, E. Pace, A. Petrolini, P. Pollovio, F.

Pratolongo, F. Siccardi, A. Vinci,

, Published by SIS-Pubblicazioni Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, INFN/TC-03/13, 3

September 2003

Improved collection efficiency of the

MAPMT R8900 by UV filter optical adapters

Study report on the in orbit calibration of the EUSO telescope

UV filtering optical adapters to enhance the collection efficiency

of MAPMT R8900

Assessment and feasibility of a suitable collection

optics for EUSO

R&D Mechanical studies of the photon detector microcells and modules

for the EUSO experiment

(T6) E. Pace, , Tech. Rep. TR1-2003, Dipartimento di

Astronomia e Scienza dello Spazio, Università di Firenze, 2003

(T7) A. Gherardi, E. Pace, R. Ciaranfi, S. Bottai, G. Landi, ,

EUSO-IT DFF 400/02/03, Dipartimento di Fisica, Università di Firenze, 2003

(T8) A. Gherardi, R. Ciaranfi, E. Pace, S. Bottai, G. Landi,

, EUSO-IT DFF 402/5/03, Dipartimento di Fisica, Università

di Firenze, 2003

Proposal for the EUSO Instrument Calibration System

The EUSO experiment: status of micro-cell tests

Preliminary analysis of the R7600-03-M64 MAPMT

response to the nitrogen UV emission wavelength
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Poster & oral presentations

(Z1) L. Gambicorti, P. Mazzinghi, E. Pace,

, 9th Pisa Meeting on Advanced Detectors Frontier Detectors for Frontier Physics, La Biodola, Isola

d'Elba (Italy) May 25-31, 2003 (poster)

(Z2) A. De Sio, M. G. Donato, G. Faggio, Marco Marinelli, G. Messina, E. Milani, E. Pace, A. Paoletti, S.

Santangelo, S. Scuderi, A. Tucciarone, G. Verona-Rinati, M. Belluso, P. Bruno,

, 14th European Conference on Diamond, Diamond-Like Materials, Carbon Nanotubes,

Nitrides and SiliconCarbide, 7-12 September 2003, Salzburg, Austria (communication)

(Z3) E. Pace, ,

Contamination of Optical Equipment Workshop, 11-12 December 2003, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The

Netherlands (communication)

(Z4) E. Pace, , Diamond Applications Conference, 17-20

September 2003, Stockolm, Sverige (invited presentation)

UV filters and optical adapters for the EUSO focal surface

detectors

CVD diamond imaging

photodetectors

Effects of surface contamination of CCD detectors in the detection of VUV radiation

Towards Diamond UV imaging detectors

A. Gherardi, E. Pace, R. Ciaranfi, S. Bottai, G. Landi, P. Spillantini, A. Cartacci, P. Mazzinghi, F. Becattini, G.

Corti, L. Gambicorti, V. Bratina,

LXXXIX Congresso Nazionale della Società Italiana di Fisica Parma,17-22 Settembre

2003 (communication)

(Z9) F. Landini, M. Romoli, , XV Winter School of

Astrophisics, “Payload and Mission Definition in Space Science”, Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife, Spain, 17-28

November 2003 (poster)

[Z10] M. Focardi, A. Gherardi, L. Gori, E. Pace,

, “Payload and Mission Definition in Space Science”,

Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife, Spain, 17-28 November 2003 (poster)

[Z11] M. Romoli,

Caratterizzazione dei rivelatori e ottimizzazione del sistema ottico per

l' esperimento EUSO,

Stray light analysis for the UVCI coronograph of Herschel

HiVeCam: a versatile CCD camera for space and ground-

based applications”, XV Winter School of Astrophisics

(Z5) A. De Sio, M.G. Donato, E.Pace, et al., , Diamond

Conference 2003 (poster)

(Z6)

Single crystal diamond UV photodetectors

R.Brescia A. De Sio, E.Pace, M.C. Castex,

, Diamond Conference 2003 (poster)

(Z7) E.Pace, A. De Sio, et al., , Diamond Conference 2003 (oral

presentation)

(Z8)

DUV photons to probe the photoconductive properties of

diamond films in the surface proximity

CVD diamond imaging photodetectors

“ New prospects for

space observation of the dynamics of the Sun”, ISSS, L’Aquila, 1-5 September 2003 (oral presentation)

The Ultraviolet Visible-light Coronagraph (UVC) for Solar Orbiter,
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